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In this publication, our fifth AM Focus eBook of 2022, we are looking at the state of production AM—that is to 

say, scalable, high-volume production—and large-format additive manufacturing (LFAM). Why the dual focus? 

It’s simple. Production and LFAM are both characterized by their large potential. Production AM is targeting 

large-volume manufacturing, while LFAM is, well, making large parts or large batches of smaller parts.

Production has long been the goal of additive manufacturing. And today, we are entering the era of production 

AM. Enthusiasm is at an all time high and real progress is being made, with companies producing millions of 3D 

printed parts every year. The AM industry is also actively striving to facilitate scalable additive manufacturing and 

even greater mass production and mass customization through increased automation and seamless workflows. 

LFAM, for its part, is unlocking another side of production AM applications, specifically, large-scale end-use parts 

or tools that would be challenging to produce using conventional manufacturing processes. 

We explore many corners of the AM production landscape in this ebook, beginning with an analysis of the LFAM 

market today. Next, we hear from automation specialist AM-Flow about how a fully automated post-printing 

workflow is bringing down the cost-per-part for AM and unlocking greater scalability. An exclusive interview 

with Seurat sheds light on the company’s upcoming metal 3D printing process, Area Printing, which promises 

game-changing print speeds and production volumes. We also had the pleasure to speak to Markus Seibold 

about his latest venture MakerVerse and to Italian LFAM specialist Caracol, whose technology has evolved to 

meet the needs of production-grade applications. The ebook also features an insightful conversation with 

Airtech about its Dahltram resins for LFAM systems. Finally, we take you through our recent experience at JEC 

World 2022, where composite LFAM solutions were a main attraction.

In keeping with the focus theme, this eBook is a large one!

Tess Boissonneault 

Editor in Chief, 3dpbm
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As we look at opportunities for the use of 
AM in production workflows, 3D printing 
of large composite tooling and (eventually) 
final parts, is emerging as one of the most 
immediately relevant. Let’s see how and 

why it’s evolving so quickly.

LFAM, a giant 

opportunity 

ANALYSIS



Between 2014 and 2018, a new generation of 

large-format 3D printing technologies, en- abled by 

composite chopped fiber reinforced polymer mate-

rial pellets, was introduced, led by the BAAM system 

from Cincinnati Inc. The first large-format applica-

tion cases—including full-size cars—were developed 

together with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory: 

Local Motors’ Strati in 2014 and a Shelby Cobra 

replica in 2015. Integrating long chopped fibers in 

thermoplastic polymer (ABS or nylon) pellets not 

only made the parts stronger but also, for the first 

time, enabled printing of much larger parts without 

deformation. Combined with more complex geome-

tries and increased automation through 3D printing, 

these technologies showed the possibility of 3D 

printing large tools to be used, for example, to pro-

duce aircraft wings or turbine blades for wind energy 

generation, and even to directly produce large parts 

without any tools.

Together with companies using large-format cartesian 

architecture (3-axis) systems—now collectively known 

by the acronym LFAM (large-format additive manu-

facturing)—some firms began experimenting with 

large-format extrusion of composite materials using 

5-, 7- and even 8-axis robotic arm systems. Robot-

ics industry giants such as KUKA, ABB and Comau 

began investing in this segment, as did CAD and CAM 

software companies including Autodesk, Dassault 

Systèmes and Siemens. A much larger market for com-

posites AM was born.

New chopped fiber AM processes, especially LFAM, 

also offer a viable solution for recycling thermo-

plastic-based composite materials. Reclaimed and 

recycled carbon fiber is a low-cost alternative to virgin 

material for several industrial applications. Vartega, 

a firm specializing in recycling FRP materials, intro-

duced recycled carbon fiber sourced from various dry 

Ai Build specializes in robotic large-scale 3D printing and has 

developed a software platform to unlock the factory of the future.

Image: Ai Build



JuggerBot 3D offers filament- and pellet-
based large-format 3D printers.

Image: JuggerBot 3D

fiber and prepreg scrap sources, exhibiting the same 

mechanical properties as virgin carbon fiber. Available 

in semi-continuous, chopped, and milled formats, Var-

tega’s fiber is ideally suited for use in thermoplastics, 

non-wovens and molding compounds. The company 

also offers its composite materials in filament form 

specifically for use in extrusion 3D printing.

Today, this segment of the market is dominated 

by companies that have built their expertise upon 

large-format CNC of very large industrial molds. Their 

technologies mainly use CNC architecture with three 

(or more) axes to deposit very large quantities of ther-

moplastic pellets reinforced with chopped glass or 

carbon fiber. The use of composite materials effec-

tively made these large-format 3D printing systems 

possible by reducing the warping effect caused by 

cooling temperature variation during deposition and 

fabrication of such large parts. 

The success and rapid growth of these companies 

has opened a new paradigm for the AM industry as 

a whole by ushering in an era of very high material 

consumption for AM, something no other technol-

ogy—with the exception of cement extrusion and, 

to some extent, sand binder jetting processes —has 

experienced yet. While this represents an interesting 

opportunity for materials manufacturers, it also carries 

several challenges linked to materials costs.

Big hardware

The first company to introduce an LFAM system for 

composite pellets was Cincinnati Inc, with BAAM (Big 

Area Additive Manufacturing). The system immedi-

ately obtained a very high visibility by working on high 

profile projects with ORNL—the US Department of 

Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory—and appli-

cations cases, especially in the automotive segment, 

including the first fully 3D printed cars from Local 

Motors. More recently, Cincinnati Inc has expanded 

into smaller systems, including those for composite 

filament cartesian extrusion. 

Today’s market leaders are Thermwood (with its 

LSAM systems in different sizes) and Ingersoll, part of 

the Italian Camozzi Group (with its Mastrprint tech-

nology and the largest 3D printers operating in the 

world today). However many other companies are now 

emerging, including three from Italy, CMS, Belotti 

and Breton, and one from Spain, MTorres. As in the 

filament extrusion segment, a large number of new 

3D printing startups have also entered this segment. 

Among the fastest growing in this new segment 

are Caracol AM, CEAD, JuggerBot 3D, AI Build and 

Titan Robotics (recently acquired by 3D Systems). 

These all offer large-format 3D printing of composite 

(and unfilled) pellets leveraging FGF (Fused Gran-

ular Fabrication) technology, either via robotic or 

gantry systems.

Lots of materials 

SABIC and more recently other companies including 

Airtech have emerged as market leaders in compos-

ites materials for AM by establishing a solid presence 

as suppliers of composite pellet materials specifically 

for all LFAM technologies. 
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Because LFAM technologies use such large quantities 

of materials, the ability to supply quality materi-

als optimized for 3D printing is a relevant business 

opportunity. SABIC was able to capitalize on this 

opportunity as a first mover by introducing the THER-

MOCOMP AM compounds, specifically developed 

for LFAM. These compounds are based on amor-

phous resins such as ABS, PPE, PC and PEI (ULTEM) 

and are reinforced with carbon or glass fibers for 

strength, stiffness and dimensional stability.

Launching its Dahltram resins at JEC 2020, Airtech—

the largest manufacturer of vacuum bagging and 

composite tooling materials for prepreg/autoclave, 

resin infusion, and wet lay-up processes—took its first 

significant steps into the LFAM material market. 

Through the Print-Tech brand, Airtech is utilizing its 

facilities in Springfield, TN (USA) and Differdange, 

Luxembourg to house a pair of 12m x 3m (40ft x 10ft) 

LFAM machines and offer a full-service tool manu-

facturing solution using Dahltram resins, developed 

in-house specifically for advanced composite tooling 

applications.  The company provides manufacturing 

expertise  as well as material expertise based on 

nearly 50 years of extrusion experience, as well as 

resin formulation capability and quality control, 

in-house compounding, bespoke materials, niche 

applications  and more. 

Airtech has developed the Dahltram Tooling Resins, 

a new series of innovative polymer composite resins 

addressing the need for lower CTE and a more robust 

service life when used at low or high temperatures, 

including use in an autoclave. These thermoplastic 

composite resins are designed for use in any pellet 

fed thermoplastic extrusion printing system.

More companies are now directly involved in this 

high potential segment, including giants like Coves-

tro (especially after the acquisition of Royal DSM’s 3D 

printing materials business) and Mitsubishi Specialty 

Polymers, especially after the acquisition of 3D print-

ing materials specialist Dutch Filaments. Techmer, 

another very large material specialist with hundreds 

of composite fiber reinforced polymers in its portfo-

lio, has now also opened a facility to further develop 

its LFAM-specific business.

“ While 3D printed tools are driven by 

the possibility of reducing the tool-pro-

duction cycle from months to mere 

weeks or even days, final parts are the 
more long-term objective due to the 

potential cost and time benefits of 
skipping the tooling process entirely.”



Chemicals company SABIC introduced THERMOCOMP AM compounds based 

on amorphous resins and reinforced with carbon or glass fibers for LFAM.

Image: SABIC

Very large parts

Tools are without a doubt considered the key applica-

tion for LFAM technologies, although they represent 

a smaller percentage of the overall potential for LFAM 

applications. This is due to the fact that these very 

large industrial tools are produced in small unit num-

bers while consuming large quantities of materials, 

while prototypes and final parts built with LFAM tech-

nologies may be smaller in size and may eventually be 

produced in larger unit numbers. The average part 

size for LFAM technologies is inherently much larger 

than the part size produced with any other process, 

leading to much smaller part numbers. Large com-

posite tools are considered the “low hanging fruit” 

of LFAM applications with key adoption in the aero-

space, maritime and automotive segments. While 

growth has been extremely fast over the past couple 

of years, there are specific challenges to widespread 

adoption in each of these segments, stemming from 

resistance to high autoclave temperatures, durabil-

ity through multiple cycles, dimensional stability of 

the thermoplastic matrix at higher temperatures and 

material costs. All these challenges are now being 

aggressively addressed by the material companies.  

While 3D printed tools are driven by the possibility 

of reducing the tool-production cycle from months 

to mere weeks or even days, final parts are the more 

long-term objective, due to the potential cost and 

time benefits of skipping the tooling process entirely. 

Naturally, here the challenges are even more signif-

icant, and range from the extremely high requisites 

of certain potential first adopter segments such as 

aerospace and automotive to the actual cost propo-

sition as defined by the cost of material and the need 
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to further optmize processes (i.e. parts need to be 

milled, production times, and the fact that LFAM sys-

tems cannot use sacrificial materials for supports to 

achieve complex geometries).

Nevertheless, several eye-catching LFAM projects 

have come from Cincinnati Inc, whose large-format 

BAAM printers produced a 3D printed replica of a 

Shelby Cobra classic car using a carbon fiber filled 

ABS resin, as well as the autonomous OLLI shut-

tle buses for Arizona company Local Motors. The 

technology was also used to produce the very first 

(almost) fully 3D printed functional car, the Strati, 

also from Local Motors. More recently several large 

demonstration cases showed the ability to pro-

duce an entire— functional—boat, as well as large 

submarine and excavator parts. In fact, maritime 

applications are emerging as the first potential 

commercial application area for LFAM of large final 

parts. Other possible adoption areas include con-

sumer products, where large parts made of glass or 

carbon fiber reinforced polymers could be used for 

metal replacement of temperature resistant enclo-

sures such as chimneys or ovens, as well as weather 

resistant outdoor furniture elements and even 

building facades.

Sandia National Laboratories collaborated with Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s 
Manufacturing Demonstration Facility Team on a 3D printed wind turbine blade mold.

Image: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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AM-Flow’s automated solution for part 
identification and sorting drives down the 
cost-per-part of 3D printing, enabling scal-
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post-printing 
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Production-grade additive manufacturing is a target 

that has more or less been reached. Industrial 3D 

printing hardware is capable of printing high-quality 

components suitable for functional end-use appli-

cations. The challenge now is scalability. Not so 

much of 3D printing technologies themselves—the 

integration of more industrial-grade systems makes 

scalability possible—but of the end-to-end process, 

particularly post-printing. 

Today, post-printing workflows, which encompass 

post-processing steps, picking, identifying, sorting 

and quality control, are held back by their lack of 

automation. The largely manual nature of post-print-

ing workflows has made it difficult for manufacturers 

to match the scale of their AM production capabil-

ities in a time and cost efficient way. That’s where 

AM-Flow comes in.

Based at the Brainport Industries Campus in Eind-

hoven, the Netherlands, AM-Flow has its sights 

set on one key goal: to revolutionize post-printing 

automation and lower the cost per part for AM with 

its scalable, modular solution stack. “Our mission 

is inspired by delivering on the main benefits of 3D 

printing: full freedom of design, minimizing waste, 

local on-demand manufacturing, reducing transport 

emissions and enabling true customization. All these 

benefits will remain out of our grasp if the indus-

try does not automate its workflow, and the cost 

per part will be the limiting factor,” says AM-Flow 

CEO Stefan Rink

AM-Flow was founded in 2018 and can be under-

stood as the confluence of two elements. On one 

side, a startup that was seeking to commercialize 

a software solution that offered an infinite library 

AM-Flow’s solution is fully modular, consisting of many automated 
steps. At the center of its solution: the AM-VISION.

Image: AM-Flow



of 3D shapes. On the other, a 3D printing service 

provider, which was struggling to find a scalable 

post-processing workflow. 

Stefan Rink, then VP of Global Manufacturing at this 

service provider, had tried to find solutions to this 

problem, even teaming up with companies such 

as Philips and Siemens at that time. These efforts 

were without success. When he was contacted by 

this software startup, however, he immediately 

saw potential. “Stefan saw the potential power 

of the solution to automate the post-processing 

workflow,” AM-Flow explains. “And with Stefan on 

board, the startup pivoted to AM-Flow and focused 

on part recognition for the additive manufacturing 

industry,” adds Carlos Zwikker, CCO of AM-Flow.

With Stefan Rink at its helm, AM-Flow has suc-

cessfully navigated the challenge of automating 

the post-printing workflow, bringing to market an 

intelligent and modular part recognition system, 

a sorting solution and other modules that create a 

more cost-efficient workflow as manufacturers scale 

their printing capacity. “AM production facilities, 

service providers and internal AM departments have 

grown their output incrementally,” Carlos explains. 

“Starting with convincing internal and external cus-

tomers that 3D printing can provide exceptional 

geometric output. The next step was increasing the 

output as demand grew. Initially, the output was 

one-offs, prototyping and such. But as time pro-

gressed, quality increased, materials were added 

to the portfolio and additive manufacturing proved 

The AM-VISION automates part identification using cameras and 
intelligent software to match printed parts to their STL files.

Image: AM-Flow
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that it could supply larger numbers. All this output 

was handled by highly educated people on the 

work floor since the production facility wasn’t set 

up for automation because there previously hadn’t 

been any need. It was success that created the bot-

tleneck of post-printing and emphasized its lack 

of automation.”

From part identification to quality

Today, AM-Flow offers a multi-faceted solution that 

automates the workflow between several post-print-

ing steps. The company’s core competence is its 

AM-VISION module, which automates part identifi-

cation based on infinite geometry. AM-VISION uses 

cameras and intelligent software to match printed 

parts to their STL file in under a second. The identi-

fication information generated in this step makes it 

possible to sort and route the printed parts accu-

rately. “Based on this core competence, identified 

parts can be sorted to the next step according to 

their bill of materials,” Carlos adds. “Parts are then 

sorted into bins, going from a one piece flow to a 

batch of parts and vice versa. We have also devel-

oped other modules to support this workflow 

further: AM-PICK to place parts on the conveyor 

belt; AM-ROUTE to transport bins from the sorter to 

the required post-processing workstations and back; 

and AM-BAGGING to bag and label 3D printed 

parts ready for shipping. 

“Based on demand in the market we have also 

launched AM-QUALITY, the first standalone geo-

metric quality assessment solution. This is one in a 

line of quality assessment products we are work-

ing on with the aim to ultimately provide an in-line 

solution at high speed. Finally, we also offer AM-ID 

which enables identification based on alpha-nu-

meric labelling, QR-codes or barcodes. All modules 

are connected through AM-LOGIC, our operat-

ing system that collects all data of parts passing 

through the system, thus enabling full track and 

trace of all parts.”

It is worth re-emphasizing that AM-Flow’s solution is 

entirely modular: customers can choose what aux-

iliary automated solutions they want to support the 

central AM-VISION system. In general, AM-Flow’s 

customers are high-volume manufacturers, produc-

ing at least 300 parts per day. “3D printing service 

providers are of course a main element of our core 

target group as they attract multiple clients and gen-

erate high-mix output. Given the current growth 

rates and growth strategies, this almost always 

implies high-volume production. But we are also 

being approached by many different production 

facilities looking to scale their production by intro-

ducing fully automated production lines.”

The bottom line is cost per part

AM-Flow’s unique post-printing automation solution 

makes it possible for manufacturers to scale up their 

production while still maintaining a good cost per 

Once identified, parts are automatically 
sorted by item or batch.

Image: AM-Flow



part ratio. And the company is continually striving to 

bring this number down, both through its own solu-

tions and their influence on broader market trends. 

“If we can reduce the cost per part, more busi-

ness cases become viable and more applications 

can enter the AM arena,” Carlos explains. “This in 

turn will impact perspectives on what is possible 

to achieve with AM and push adoption further. The 

resulting higher volumes will impact pricing once 

again. In other words, cost per part becomes the fly-

wheel for scalability in the industry. And we provide 

hardware and software that enable and sustain end-

to-end automated production lines.”

Ultimately, achieving full-scale production for AM 

is a multi-pronged effort. Printer manufacturers are 

working to improve the quality and efficiency of 

their systems. And materials companies are bringing 

new materials for AM to market and increasing pro-

duction volumes. Both these efforts will eventually 

lead to a lower cost per part for additive manufac-

turing. AM-Flow’s solution, for its part, is designed 

to underpin and support the AM workflow as these 

other changes are taking place by providing seam-

less automated part sorting and handling.

The company sums it up well: “Our focus is on pro-

viding a strong middleware solution that generates 

fully transparent production, which ultimately can 

contribute to fully certified end-to-end automated 

production processes.” It is this highly automated 

production workflow that will lead AM to fully scal-

able production.

The ultimate goal of AM-Flow’s automated post-printing solution is to drive down the 
cost-per-part of additive manufacturing to make it more viable for full-scale production.

Image: AM-Flow
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Seurat’s highly anticipated Area Printing 

technology will make production metal AM 

more cost competitive

Get ready for 

Area Printing

INTERVIEW



It’s not often we hear about a totally new 3D print-

ing process these days, so we were very excited to 

speak to James DeMuth, CEO of Seurat Technolo-

gies, about the company’s new laser-based metal 

additive manufacturing process, Area Printing. The 

technology, which is nearing commercial readiness 

and has several high-profile clients lined up, has the 

potential to radically reduce the cost-per-part for 

metal AM production. How? Let’s take a closer look.

It’s all about the lasers

The story behind Area Printing is an interesting one. 

As DeMuth tells us, the technology was inspired by 

research in the area of nuclear fusion at the National 

Ignition Facility. The National Ignition Facility (NIF) 

is a laser-based inertial confinement fusion research 

device located at the Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory in California. “NIF has a system that 

contains 192 of the world’s most energetic lasers,” 

DeMuth elaborates. “They’re all focused on a target 

chamber that kind of looks like a mini Death Star.”

The facility is dedicated to nuclear fusion research 

and is exploring a number of things, like how to 

make nuclear fusion a cleaner process. But it was one 

specific question in relation to NIF that led Seurat to 

develop Area Printing: how do you efficiently build 

a chamber to surround the fusion reaction? DeMuth 

explains: “We had a mandate to use today’s materi-

als. And because they needed to be non-activated 

materials, we were limited in what we could use. The 

lasers are firing 10 times a second and every laser 

shot produces a multi-hundred degree centigrade 

temperature swing on the chamber’s surface. So it 

requires incredible fatigue resistance. Eventually, we 

ended up with a material that couldn’t be welded, 

but it turns out it could be laser 3D printed.” 

Seurat is bringing to market a new laser-based metal additive 

manufacturing technology called Area Printing.

Image: Seurat



The problem, however, was that to make a cham-

ber big enough for the lasers (with a six-meter 

diameter), it would take a single LPBF printer some-

thing in the range of 200 years to produce a single 

chamber. “This was an issue and that is what really 

led us to developing Area Printing to solve the 

problem,” he says.

What is Area Printing?

Area Printing to laser powder bed fusion is not 

totally unlike what DLP is to SLA 3D printing. “As it 

exists today, in LPBF we take a laser and focus it on 

a spot to make a weld pool and then you drag the 

laser around,” DeMuth says. “For metals that’s been 

around since the early 1990s, and in the early 2010s, 

we started seeing a trend towards more lasers.” 

It’s true. Today, there are LPBF systems with up to 

12 lasers, which does help to scale the process, 

but to a point. 

“It took us a decade to go from one laser to 12,” 

he says. “So it will take a long time to get to thou-

sands or even a million beams operating in parallel. 

That means that when you look at scaling LPBF, you 

really have two options: you can add more lasers, 

which maintains the high resolution; or you can 

crank up the power and use a single beam. Either 

way, you have to increase the power consump-

tion to go faster.

“What we’re doing is a bit different. We essentially 

illuminate a bigger area. In theory, we should lose 

resolution by doing this, but we use specialized 

technology to apply a high-resolution pattern to the 

laser in real time. This lets us have 6-10 micron pixels 

on our powder bed but with an overall beam size 

that is 15 mm.”

This is central to Area Printing’s ability to fuse more 

metal material at a faster rate while still maintain-

ing the high resolution the technology is known for. 

“The analogy I’d use is that laser powder bed fusion 

can be thought of as writing a letter with a pen,” 

DeMuth specifies. “And what Seurat is doing is like 

the printing press.”

In addition to faster printing rates, Seurat’s tech-

nology is also higher quality than traditional LPBF. 

That is, because the Area Printing process has more 

control over the lasers it uses, the melting process 

results in less spatter and soot. This consequently 

reduces the risk of defects in printed parts caused 

by these phenomena. 

“What we’ve implemented for this system is the abil-

ity to control,” he states. “We print an area at a time 

and that area has millions of pixels within it, and we 

can control the intensity of each pixel in each laser 

pulse and the heating rates and cooling rates of the 

material in each pixel. That’s huge for controlling 

material properties, controlling the spatter. It also 

means you can control crystal structure, grain ori-

entation, surface finish and metallurgical properties 

that are hugely dependent on cooling rates. It’s a 

new level of control and it comes with a lot of knobs, 

which can be daunting, but also very exciting. We 

Area Printing can fuse more metal material at a 

faster rate while still maintaining high resolution.

Image: Seurat
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have the knobs to turn, and we can turn them with-

out slowing the process down, which is huge for cost 

and production rates.”

The business case for Area Printing

Seurat’s first generation system is nearing commer-

cial readiness. When that time comes, the company 

is not so much interested in selling its hardware. 

Instead, it will function as a production partner. 

In talking about the customer process, DeMuth 

explains: “Our engagement program is called the 

Area Printing Production (APP) Program. This is 

where we’re working with large OEMs to qualify their 

parts for series production. First, we start by qualify-

ing their material and verifying that we can hit all the 

required metrics. Then, we demonstrate that we can 

print their parts to their quality standards, hit their 

price targets and hit the production rates that are 

needed. Ultimately, we ramp to production.”

The production stage is undertaken by Seurat itself 

for a few reasons. By taking care of production itself, 

DeMuth says, “the barrier entry for part produc-

tion drops.” Another reason is that if clients were 

buying and installing Area Printing, they’d have to 

undergo an additional qualification process, which 

adds a significant time lag. Third, for Seurat, enter-

ing into long-term production agreements provides 

greater stability. 

Though it is based in Boston, the company has 

broader ambitions and wants to work with custom-

ers from around the globe. The long-term goal is 

to establish print depots around the world, which 

would be strategically located near large OEM sites 

to minimize part transportation. “Our first print 

depot will have the capacity to print 500 metric tons 

a year. And our 2030 print facility will print 92,000 

metric tons of metal a year.”

In terms of its target clients, Seurat is initially look-

ing at segments with relatively short qualification 

timelines for parts and which have yet to really reap 

the benefits of existing AM technologies. “We’re 

finding that those are more in the automotive, 

consumer electronics and energy sectors. That’s 

where we’re starting,” DeMuth specifies. In fact, 

the company has already secured eight letters of 

intent from large automotive, consumer electronics, 

energy, aerospace and industrial companies to join 

the APP Program 

The focus in on production

The company’s promise as it nears market readi-

ness is also evidenced by its growth. For one, Seurat 

started off 2022 with a Series B extension fund-

ing round worth $21 million. It has also expanded 

its team significantly. ‘We’re 57 people today and 

we’ve almost doubled in size in the past six months,” 

DeMuth says. “We’re probably going to double 

again in the next year.

“We have our first customer starting off and we’re 

generating a lot of interest and making a lot of prog-

ress. So there’s definitely a ramp up coming in a 

Seurat recently raised $21M in a Series 

B extension funding round.
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variety of ways, not just in engineering, but in facili-

tating customer engagement. Our first print depot 

will come hand in hand once we qualify our first 

series production parts. And with each print depot 

having the capacity to produce 500 metric tons a 

year, we’re not looking to do prototypes or one-off 

parts. We want to print higher volumes, whether 

it’s a small number of big parts or a larger number 

of small parts.”

Ultimately, the goal is not to compete with other 

AM processes, but to make AM cost competitive 

with more traditional manufacturing processes, 

like machining and casting. “We’re starting off with 

our first generation of machine, but we have a long 

roadmap of future generations that we’re continu-

ally working on in the background. This will allow us 

to keep lowering the cost per kilo for printed mate-

rial. First, we’re competing with machining, and 

then we’re competing with casting, and then we’re 

eventually competing with forging applications. I 

guess we think of what we’re doing not necessarily 

as additive, but as manufacturing. It just so happens 

we have an additive history.”

Want to hear more about Seurat’s innovative new 

technology? 3dpbm’s full interview with CEO 

James DeMuth is featured in our 3dpbm Pulse 

Podcast series.

Image: Seurat

Seurat’s goal is to make AM cost competitive with more traditional 
manufacturing processes, like machining and casting.
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MakerVerse will help companies on their 

journey towards implementing a successful 
industrial AM strategy. We explored it with 
Co-founder and CEO Markus Seibold 

How a new 

manufacturing 

universe is born

INTERVIEW



Earlier this year, Markus Seibold, the former global 

VP of AM at Siemens Energy, launched a new 

platform called MakerVerse together with three 

co-founders. As a joint venture initiative between 

industry-leaders Siemens Energy and ZEISS, as well 

as financial/venture capital investors including 9.5 

ventures, the new company combines cutting-edge 

industry expertise with profound knowledge in 

digital venture-building. Mr. Seibold has always 

been very passionate about the possibilities of AM 

for mass production: could a new startup help the 

growth of serial additive manufacturing more than 

corporate giants alone? We set out to find out how 

this new state-of-the-art, scalable platform will pro-

vide a digital one-stop shop solution for on-demand 

manufacturing and make AM universally accessible.

Before the big bAMg

To understand the vision driving MakerVerse, it is 

important to understand what came before: the 

acquisition and expansion of metal AM service Mate-

rial Solutions helped to grow the evolution of AM as 

a business within Siemens Energy. “We wanted to 

keep the Materials Solutions brand and further build 

a business around it,” Seibold explains, adding that 

AM is not yet a game where players can look at com-

petitive advantages. Rather it is still a game where 

more operators need to partner to make the “cake” 

bigger. “We saw an opportunity to use Material Solu-

tions as a wholly owned subsidiary, well known and 

respected by the industry, and actively collaborate 

with external customers with different interests.”

MakerVerse was launched by Markus Seibold and partners 

in 2022 and is backed by Siemens Energy and ZEISS.
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Another reason why Siemens Energy treats additive 

as a business is accountability, which leads an orga-

nization to think end-to-end and top-line growth: 

cost, profitability, competitiveness. Seibold explains: 

“Many corporations treat additive as a bit of a cor-

porate function. Then you can go very deep on the 

technology, but you cannot really expect a corporate 

function to run like a business.”

Even with AM generating profits, Siemens Energy 

was still facing major hurdles. One was that it still 

required a lot of CapEx to build internal manufac-

turing capacity. Siemens Energy alone has 50+ 

metal PBF systems and counting. Seibold recog-

nizes that “What comes with that is a very strong 

focus on a single technology, which in this case is 

PBF.” He clarifies this concept by quoting a German 

saying that goes “if you own a hammer, everything 

looks like a nail.” Similarly, if you own 50 metal PBF 

systems everything will looks like a PBF part. “We 

realized we were looking at every potential additive 

part through the lens of our PBF printers and rela-

tive expertise. What we didn’t do so much anymore 

was systematically explore other applications with 

other technologies that we could also drive towards 

industrialization.”

Another limitation at Siemens Energy, that could 

apply to any organization, is that exploring many 

different technologies requires onboarding new sup-

pliers, setting them up in SAP systems, learning how 

to order, et cetera. This is where the idea was born to 

combine the advantages of a platform business with 

advanced industrial additive manufacturing.

Siemens Energy will keep its strong focus on metal 

PBF advanced serial production and leverage the 

MakerVerse platform to explore the potential that 

new technologies can bring and for quickly reacting 

to needs such as unforeseen spare parts on demand. 

That’s the MakerVerse genesis as a one-stop-shop 

for industrial grade AM.

Technological inflation

When our physical Universe was in its infancy, it 

experienced a burst of expansion which is known 

as inflation. If AM is still in its infancy as serial man-

ufacturing technology, MakerVerse was created to 

expand the number of technologies and systems 

available to companies.

“I am passionate about AM technology, but I’m 

equally if not more passionate about how you can 

actually build and run a successful business around 

it. How can you convince customers that the tech-

nology is good? How can you build a team that is 

unified by a joint vision and culture? I wanted to 

build on this experience. At the same time I’m fasci-

nated by the opportunity that a new business model 

like a digital platform can bring to companies that 

are earlier in their additive journey.”

Many tier-one suppliers and machinery OEMs are at 

the beginning of the journey and can benefit from a 

platform-based business model, something like the 

“Amazon of industrial additive”. MakerVerse is thus 

creating a network to provide industrial-level addi-

tive services to these companies. But where do the 

technologies come from?

“We do not own printers: our value proposition to 

customers is to be a one-stop-shop. They have a 

digital interface to access all kinds of different ser-

vices, from a streamlined order management service 

to instant quoting and 3D printability and 3D feasi-

bility analyses. You upload your part, and you can 

get an immediate price.”

While it does have an asset light business model, 

MakerVerse is not just a matchmaker connecting 

customers with suppliers. It is a fulfillment services 

provider, acting as a supplier to its customers and 

also as a customer to its supply base. To ensure 

delivery of the highest industrial-grade quality 
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standard, MakerVerse is currently focusing on a 

European-only supply chain, working with partners 

known for their decade-plus-long experience with 

production AM. “They are all from companies that 

are large enough to respond to industrial quality 

requirements. So they know what it takes in terms 

of capabilities for the technology, but also order 

management, quality management and certifica-

tions. We are trying to build a very quality-oriented, 

differentiated supply chain and not go to the 

lowest bidder. 

“Our printers, Seibold clarifies, “sit in the supply 

chain and that means having the flexibility to select 

the right production partner for every order. In some 

cases, price might be the deciding factor. In others, 

it may be lead time. Others yet may look for quality 

first and foremost. For every order we can work with 

our supply base to select the right production part-

ner. That gives us huge flexibility in terms of always 

prioritizing what’s most important to the customer.”

Multi-manufacturing universes

In a recent study, Stanford physicists Andrei Linde 

and Vitaly Vanchurin calculated the number of all 

possible universes, coming up with an answer of 

10 1̂0 1̂6. If they can coexist without zapping our 

own universe out of existence, there is certainly 

room for multiple business models in the global 

manufacturing network landscape. Here MakerVerse 

is facing off with established companies such Xome-

try and Hubs at Protolabs.

“Our main USP is industrial-grade quality,” Sei-

bold states. “We want to build the most connected 

‘universe’ of industrial engineers, whom we refer 

to as ‘industrial makers’, and producers. We want 

to focus on industrial high quality from the begin-

ning, catering to large industrial accounts and their 

needs.” One of the challenges for a platform like 

MakerVerse, Seibold recognizes, is to define process 

capability as a platform-wide standard in terms of 

dimensions, material properties, process tolerances, 

surface roughnesses, porosity, and so on. “You 

need to define certain process characteristics that 

an industrial customer can order. And then we need 

to deliver it,” he says. Here the strategic collabora-

tion with Zeiss is a strong foundation for MakerVerse 

to build a comprehensive and reliable quality 

basis and offering. 

While Seibold’s experience at Siemens Energy 

focused on metal AM, MakerVerse is also offer-

ing polymer AM capabilities via SLS. These will be 

expanded to include FDM and MJF. “Fortunately, 

Seibold jokes, “I’m not alone in the MakerVerse.” 

The well-funded startup is aggressively hiring to 

build a strong engineering and operations team. 

“Our objective,” Seibold explains, “is to be a techni-

cally competent company, that can have discussions 

with our customers about their requirements and 

with our suppliers about what it takes in order to ful-

fill those requirements.” The team already comprises 

both metal and polymer AM specialists, while Sei-

bold’s own network of contacts has helped to reach 

both metal and polymer printing services.

MakerVerse connects industrial makers with a 

distributed network of manufacturing service partners.
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Making MakerVerse universal

Makerverse is a business and as any business it has 

certain financial objectives, as an ecosystem and as a 

platform company. “However,” Seibold says, “what 

comes first in the MakerVerse vision is that we need 

to create value for our customers and producers. For 

customers, this can mean one-stop-shop access to 

industrial-grade quality and access to certain tech-

nologies and materials with no initial CapEx. It can 

mean that instead of managing multiple different 

additive suppliers on demand, they only need to 

work with one company. There is also a second very 

important value pool that we need to create value 

for, which are our producers: only if we create value 

for both our customers and our producers, then we 

will also create value for MakerVerse.”

One way of creating value for its producers is 

by filling under-utilized build volumes on cer-

tain machines, running certain specific materials. 

Through the platform they can bid on requests for 

such parts. Value creation also comes from helping 

suppliers expand into new markets and applications. 

This is a key pain point for any contractor. “They 

may be well established in certain countries, regions 

or specific industries but they sometimes do not 

have the business development power to expand 

into new regions and applications”, Seibold says. 

“Through MakerVerse we expect to open these new 

markets for them so that they can focus potentially 

expanding their own offering.”

Another objective for MakerVerse is increase the” 

first time right” of the AM parts they receive, elim-

inating the feedback loops that take up so much 

application engineering time before a new part can 

be printed. “[Another] one of our value propositions 

is that we will be collecting learnings for multiple 

different customers and industries,” Seibold adds, 

“[which will enable us] to automate, digitize and 

develop rules through our SW development team. 

So when suppliers get RFQs from MakerVerse, they 

will eventually be able to provide a quote more 

quickly, without the high amount of engineering 

time they currently have to invest.”

A journey through time and AM

Today the number of companies that have adopted 

AM is probably still just a small fraction of all the 

ones that could benefit from it. Seibold further 

“ Our objective is to be a technical-

ly competent company that can 

have discussions with our customers 

about their requirements and with 
our suppliers about what it takes in 

order to fulfill those requirements.”
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explains: “I don’t have an exact percentage value 

but, qualitatively speaking, five years ago there 

were three types of adopters. Some were the first 

adopters using AM for very specific applications: 

companies such as Siemens Energy and GE Avia-

tion, along with BMW or Rolls Royce, just to name 

a few, that found ways to take additive into series 

production. There was a second segment of people 

who had made the decision to go on this journey 

and were trying to explore ways how to. The third 

segment, which I believe was the largest, was made 

up of companies on the fence and looking in, unsure 

if this technology would be right for them and still 

looking to convince decision makers at the helm.

“Today,” Seibold continues, “the bucket of compa-

nies that have found ways of taking additive to series 

production is actually a lot bigger than the industry 

gives itself credit for. There’s more and more com-

panies that have found production applications 

that deliver economic value, be it cost or time to 

market. The biggest fundamental shift is that today 

the group of people that are convinced additive will 

create value for them and are now committed to 

actually identify what their AM strategy could look 

like, has significantly outgrown those that are still on 

the fence looking in. These companies now need 

solutions, partners or platforms to give them ways of 

getting started on this journey.”

MakerVerse’s aim is to build the most connected universe 
of industrial engineers and producers.
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Italian company Caracol has been at the forefront 

of large-format 3D printing since it was founded 

thanks to its robotic LFAM solution. It has stayed at 

the forefront not only by bringing to market a large 

and robust 3D printing platform, but by continuing 

to evolve its technology to meet changing expecta-

tions and needs from its customers.

In other words, Caracol has committed itself to 

pushing its robotic LFAM solution forward, by fine 

tuning and advancing the platform’s hardware and 

software to enable greater material diversity, more 

reliability and a greater degree of control. This 

approach has led the company to work with custom-

ers in many advanced industries and, as we’ll see 

in more detail, has taken it from prototyping and 

non-functional applications to end-use functional 

production. Keep reading to understand how the 

Italian company has established itself as an agile 

production partner for large-scale components and 

how it continues to improve its offering with the aim 

of expanding the LFAM market. 

The origins of Caracol

But first, a bit of background. Though Caracol was 

founded in 2018, its roots date back a few years 

earlier. In 2015, the company’s founding partners 

started developing a large-format 3D printing 

system, which combined robotic systems and 

high-performance extrusion, with the aim of unlock-

ing on-demand production of large-scale parts. 

Initially, the company explored the use of its technol-

ogy primarily for design applications, leveraging the 

robotic 3D printing system to produce furniture and 

design pieces using recycled or recyclable materi-

als, such as PLA. 

For example, in 2019, Caracol unveiled its “3D Bar” 

at Milan Design Week. The 3D printed installation—

the first bar to be fully 3D printed using a robotic 

arm system—made quite an impact at the annual 

design event, where visitors were invited to enjoy 

a drink at the generatively designed 3D printed 

Caracol was founded in 2018 and brought to market a large-

format robotic additive manufacturing technology.
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structure (sitting atop 3D printed stools, naturally!). 

This application area is also still relevant for Caracol. 

In 2022, Caracol helped to outfit Torre Capitolare, 

an 11th century tower being restored for hospitality, 

with 3D printed furniture made from recovered and 

recycled materials. The cutting-edge home furnish-

ings include a 3D printed bed, dining chairs, table, 

stools, and couch.

However, these use cases only represent a small part 

of what Caracol’s robotic LFAM technology can and 

is doing. By continuing to work on and improve its 

3D printing platform, including opening up process-

ing capabilities to more materials and advancing 

system control, Caracol has gone beyond proto-

types and design applications into the world of 

industrial, functional applications. Today, the com-

pany 3D prints a wide range of tooling and end-use 

production parts for customers in the automotive, 

aerospace, energy and marine industries.

“We continued developing our tech as a compre-

hensive solution, working in an integrated manner 

both on the hardware and software, and always 

keeping in mind the process and our clients’ appli-

cations and requirements,” Caracol tells us. “This is 

what we believe enabled us to enhance our system 

to serve more advanced sectors.”

An application-first mindset

Caracol’s approach to production applications for 

its LFAM technology is highly pragmatic. Instead of 

promising certain results, the company works with 

potential clients to show them how their robotic 

LFAM solution can be beneficial for certain appli-

cations. This has been true of Caracol’s approach 

since the beginning when it was developing its 

large-format platform.

“Our approach to technological development was 

quite different from competitors in our market as 

we always worked starting from the application and 

client requirements, with the aim on one side of 

understanding how our systems could best satisfy 

the client needs and on the other to expand the 

market potential of LFAM,” the company says.

In this sense, Caracol describes itself as a “solutions 

provider” not simply a hardware developer. Specifi-

cally, it offers a collaborative step-by-step workflow 

Caracol has evolved its LFAM technology over 
the years based on an application-first approach.

Image: Caracol
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that has been tailored to introducing clients to its 

LFAM technology. The first step is the demonstra-

tion project, in which Caracol and the client come 

up with a potential application that the client would 

want to manufacture on site. Caracol’s team then 

works to design and optimize the part for its LFAM 

printing process. Once the demonstration compo-

nent has been 3D printed, it is the client who then 

tests and qualifies it. 

“This allows us to provide the client with a busi-

ness case on the application and to certify our 

robotic LFAM system’s performance,” Caracol adds. 

From there, the client can order parts directly from 

Caracol, which will manufacture them at its facility, 

or can choose to install the robotic LFAM system at 

its own production facility or site. 

This demonstration and integration strategy has 

proved effective: Caracol has been through it with 

many clients, including aircraft manufacturers who 

now have its robotic LFAM technology installed 

in-house. It was these collaborations that helped 

the company to become the first LFAM solutions 

provider in Italy to achieve AS/EN 9100:2018 cer-

tification for the production of aerospace parts 

in early 2022. 

Versatile robotic LFAM

Caracol’s robotic additive manufacturing tech-

nology is based on four key components: the +6 

axis robotic arm, which enables precision move-

ments and practically limitless size and geometry 

constraints; a proprietary extruder designed for pro-

cessing high-performance polymers like PC and PEI 

“ We continued developing our tech 

as a comprehensive solution, work-

ing in an integrated manner both 

on the hardware and software, and 

always keeping in mind our clients’ 

applications and requirements.”

A proprietary extruder enables the printing 

of high-performance polymers.
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as well as fiber filled materials; an integrated robotic 

cell with auxiliary systems such as fume extraction, 

temperature control and dehumidification; and a 

proprietary interface and control system software 

for a highly automated, user-friendly workflow.

Notably, the robotic LFAM solution can be used with 

a range of robotic arm systems. It is also compati-

ble with pelletized and shredded materials, meaning 

material costs are lower (since the system transforms 

the materials into filament itself). As we saw, the 

LFAM solution can also process recycled materials. 

The combination of features that Caracol’s solu-

tion offers have made its technology interesting to 

many industries. In the automotive sector, Caracol 

has manufactured a number of body elements and 

internal structures—including seating, padding and 

consoles—for luxury vehicles and EVs. In 2018, for 

instance, the company 3D printed a carbon-fiber-re-

inforced spoiler for a race car. The part, which took 

only 72 hours to print and laminate, was a whole 

kilogram lighter than the original spoiler.

The marine industry is also a keen adopter of 

Caracol’s LFAM solutions. To date, its LFAM 3D 

printing technology has been used in the produc-

tion of functional parts for boats and yachts, as well 

as consoles, spoilers and grids. Our readers might 

be familiar with a recent undertaking by Caracol in 

this segment: in 2021, it 3D printed a monocoque 

sailboat made from recycled MyReplast material. 

The “Beluga”, as it was named, was premiered at 

Caracol engineered and manufactured a 

custom satellite tank for client D-Orbit.

Image: Caracol
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Milan Design Week and served not only to highlight 

the technology’s potential for functional end-use 

parts: it also demonstrated Caracol’s interest in find-

ing more sustainable production solutions.

In the aerospace industry, manufacturers have 

benefitted from using Caracol’s large-format AM 

technology for the production of composite tool-

ing—including for the positioning and vacuum 

gripped drilling of airplane fuselage panels. How-

ever, the company is also working on a number of 

R&D projects with end-user partners in this space. 

For instance, Caracol’s team has been working with 

D-Orbit to develop and manufacture a custom 

In 2021, Caracol 3D printed a monocoque sailboat made from 
recycled MyReplast material called the “Beluga”. 

Image: Caracol

satellite tank that is faster to produce, cheaper and 

more lightweight than the original system. “Our 

objective is always to expand the potential applica-

tions for our technology and the LFAM market by 

validating the potential of what can be obtained with 

LFAM technologies, not only with demonstrators 

and prototypes but with functioning parts,” Caracol 

concludes. “We’ll continue pushing forward what 

our Robotic LFAM systems can do with a combined 

approach to cover both hardware and software 

innovation, as we believe this is what will allow us to 

provide the market with a solution that can truly sat-

isfy client and application requirements.”
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Airtech is looking to provide its Dahltram 

resins to every LFAM 3D printer. That could 

mean up to 2 million kg (4.4 million lbs) of 
pellets a year for every machine and rapid-

ly turn into an unparalleled global revenue 

opportunity for AM.

How much does size 

matter in AM?

INSIGHTS



By launching its Dahltram resins for LFAM at JEC 

2020, Airtech, the largest manufacturer of vacuum 

bagging and composite tooling materials for pre-

preg/autoclave, resin infusion and wet lay-up 

processes, took its first significant steps into the 

large-format 3D printing material market. Now the 

company is leading the charge to scale this market 

into a major production segment of AM.

Through the Print-Tech brand, Airtech is now 

utilizing facilities in Springfield, TN (USA) and Dif-

ferdange, Luxembourg to house a pair of 40ft 

x 10ft (12m x 3m) LFAM machines and offer a 

full-service tool manufacturing solution. The com-

pany does this by using its Dahltram resins, which 

have been developed in-house specifically for 

advanced composite tooling applications. Print-Tech 

provides manufacturing expertise as well as mate-

rial expertise based on nearly 50 years of extrusion 

experience, as well as resin formulation capability, 

quality control, in-house compounding, bespoke 

materials, niche applications and more. 

The Dahltram Tooling Resins address the need for 

lower CTE and a much more robust service life when 

used at low or high temperatures, including use in 

an autoclave. These thermoplastic composite resins 

are designed for use in any pellet-fed thermoplas-

tic extrusion printing system. Airtech’s primary goal 

is for more and more companies to adopt these 

technologies and to do this, the company needs to 

assure that the LFAM process is sound. Zach Skelton, 

Sr. Technical Support Engineer at Airtech Advanced 

Materials Group, explains how they do it.

Airtech launched its Dahltram resins for 

LFAM 3D printing at JEC 2020
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3D printing experience

“Most of the development work happens in Tennes-

see and in Luxembourg,” he starts. His background 

is in aerospace tooling as well as a composite bond 

panel fabrication, so he is very familiar with how 

tools need to perform. Zach adds, “these tools are a 

lot tougher than people give them credit for. A good 

analogy to me is common to thermoplastic in end-

use parts which are typically much stronger than the 

thermosets. It’s the same thing here.”

Everyone in the composite industry is familiar with 

thermoset composite tools and what they’re capable 

of. Airtech has been focusing on testing its thermo-

plastic 3D printed tools. Zach proudly tells us that 

they have been able to run through over 350 auto-

clave cycles on certain printed tools without any 

issues. The company has been in compounding and 

extruding for 50 years. So 3D printing was a logical 

progression. Zach points out that “in a simplified 

view, it’s really nothing more than an extruder up 

on the gantry.”

Airtech just completed a 60,000 square foot 

expansion in the Tennessee facility that houses 

the machine. They now have a lot of room to grow 

there, including different kinds of 3D printing tech-

nologies and systems. They also have an identical 

footprint in Luxembourg, catering to a growing 

base of European clients. 

While the US is a major adoption market and Ital-

ian companies have been producing a lot of large 

machines, Europe in general is growing by focus-

ing on medium-size machines as well. The UK too, 

where United Airspace just launched their LFAM 

service using a CMS Kreator system. “We work 

with everyone,” Zach says. “We want to really push 

this technology forward and show people what it’s 

capable of because it can do so much more than 

people are giving it credit for. Our focus,” he clar-

ifies, “is really on the materials. We have no desire 

to be the world’s largest tooling supplier. We want 

to be the world’s largest 3D printing resin supplier. 

At the end of the day, we want everybody to go 

buy a machine.”

When Airtech started to promote this business 

at JEC 2020, only two brands were building very 

large machines. Today the market is already very 

different and—according to Zach—it’s grow-

ing exponentially. Because these large systems 

can use so much material, that directly translates 

into a very attractive market segment for polymer 

material companies.

“In Luxembourg, we can put down up to 500 

pounds of material an hour. In Tennessee, we can 

put down 200 pounds per hour,” Zach reveals. 

“We’ve been putting those larger extruders through 

their paces. Tools get built quite fast in general. 

Often, we hit go and the next day we’re already 

machining the part. A couple of months ago, we did 

a 67-hour print that pretty much filled up the whole 

envelope of our Thermwood machine.”

Airtech houses two LFAM systems at its facilities in 
Springfield, TN and Differdange, Luxembourg.
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Getting everyone on board

The biggest challenges to address for even greater 

LFAM adoption relate to supports and tempera-

ture resistance, but both are being aggressively 

researched and have various solutions. “I think prob-

ably the biggest hurdle with the technology as a 

whole is that the direction that we’re printing is usu-

ally a function of the tool size. Thermwood systems 

have a VLP option where a right angle moves down 

the machine and in this orientation, we can effec-

tively print up to 40 ft tall. But the orientation that 

we’re choosing to print in is also a function of the 

geometry. A lot of the traditional FDM rules around 

angles still apply. You can still print support mate-

rial but you can’t just break away supports. If you 

have to machine it off it very quickly degrades the 

value proposition.”

Temperatures may be an easier challenge to meet. 

“At the moment the temperature limit for 3D printed 

tools is probably around 400°F, which is about 

200°C,” Zach says, “But that encompasses probably 

90% of the thermoset market. And you have to take 

into account that in composites there are different 

steps for the cure cycles. The highest demand is in 

aerospace, where they usually cure at 180°Celsius at 

around 6 bar, minus one for vacuum. Then you have 

the automotive industry that cures at around 130°C 

with 6-7 bar. At this range of temperature, there is 

no limitation in terms of withstanding the tempera-

ture and pressure. Furthermore, the mechanics also 

enable us to perform aluminum metal forming while 

light weighting the forming dies.”

A lot also depends on the resins used. High perfor-

mance polymer matrix materials such as PEEK and 

PEI but also PC can withstand different tempera-

tures. PEI and PC are also much more cost effective 

than PEEK and PEKK. “PEI can take up to 180°C, and 

PC can go to 130°C,” Zach says. “We ran a test with 

more than 350 cycles of autoclave curing with our 

Dahltram 350 PEI material. Now, we don’t have many 

concerns about the durability and the performance 

of the resin in the autoclave at such temperatures.”

Yet another challenge is material quality. Not just 

any pellet material can be 3D printed effectively 

although some manufacturers have presented stan-

dard injection molding granulates as 3D printable, 

which inevitably resulted in less-than-optimal parts. 

“That’s not how we operate,” Zach clarifies. “We 

cannot afford the technology to get a black eye. 

Especially in tooling, let alone critical parts, if you 

“ In Luxembourg, we can put down up 

to 500 lbs of material an hour. In Ten-

nessee, we can put down 200 lbs per 

hour. We’ve been putting those larger 

extruders through their paces.”



screw up, you might not get another shot for five 

years.” Zach thinks some past initiatives were a little 

oversold and set the industry back a little bit. “The 

fact that no one is testing these materials thoroughly  

is hindering the segment’s growth, too,” he says. 

“When we started, we did 100 autoclave cycles. At 

the time the most I had seen anyone in the industry 

do was a handful of cycles on a flat panel. When we 

completed the cycles successfully many of the old 

timers could not believe it.”

At the end of the day, Airtech wants everybody 

to buy machines, whether they are from Ingersoll, 

Belotti, Thermwood, CEAD, CMS or Titan, as well 

as service providers like Caracol and AI Build and at 

least another dozen machine manufactures, some of 

whom have not yet gone public with their projects. 

Airtech has worked on projects such as a layup tool 

built with Ingersoll for BAE’s next-gen fighter plane. 

The company has produced tools to produce com-

posite parts for a car competing in the Pikes Peak, 

International Hill Climb in the United States, dramat-

ically cutting lead times. The company has shown 

it can achieve surface finishes of 0.4 microns all the 

way to 0.2 microns with post-processing. “We’re 

really looking at this holistically, everything from 

print surfaces to purge materials to anything and 

everything you would need for 3D printing.”

“At the moment the temperature limit for 3D printed tools is probably 

around 400°F, which is about 200°C,” says Zach Skelton.
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Why buy?

Zach argues that time savings is the biggest driver of 

LFAM technology, even more than possible cost sav-

ings. “We usually see about a 75-80% reduction in 

lead time. I’m not going to tell you it’s a great fit for 

everything, but it’s got a place,” he says. “And when 

you tell a VP of operations he can have his tooling 

program in three weeks, they go: ‘Ok, I’ll figure it 

out’. That’s really a game changer.”

This very clear value proposition is making LFAM 

one of the fastest technologies to penetrate into its 

reference market. Not just the usual below 1% to 3% 

at most that we often see in most other areas of AM 

but double-digit market penetration. “I would say 

that pretty much every OEM is, at different stages, 

looking at it,” Zach confirms. “Some of them are 

faster, some of them need to see it work and some 

are overly cautious. I have a major customer here in 

the US say ‘here’s our plan for analyzing 3D print-

ing. It’s going to be six years.’ I was like, ‘that’s great: 

you’re going to be twelve years behind at that point’. 

They have to move faster than that.”

This is just relative to tooling, but final parts are 

going to drive the stage of exponential growth. 

“There are customers we’re working with that LFAM 

3D print end use parts,” Zach confirms, although 

he adds, “they have not been made public yet. The 

most I can say is that a lot of it has been focused 

on the marine segment now, and in general we are 

seeing a lot of great progress there. We’re talking 

about large structures, too. There’s a program going 

on at our Luxembourg facility right now with a part 

that is 26 ft long, about 7 ft wide, 9 ft tall. So quite a 

decent size structure for an end-use application.”

In general, the more steps you can eliminate from 

the manufacturing process, the better it translates 

to more cost advantages. If you could eliminate tool-

ing, it would be a huge change for all composites 

manufacturing. A lot still has to happen, but the road 

ahead is clear.

Airtech has achieved 75-80% reductions 

in lead time for tooling cycles. 
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T e s t i m o n i a l  b y

"Kensington Additive has an excellent understanding of

what Velo3D needs, and this is demonstrated by the

quality candidate profiles we receive.

 

They really understand the nuances involved in the

industry and can place people in different roles and job

functions with minimal ramp-up time for each position.

Since 2014, Kensington Additive has established an unrivaled network of talent across the globe and has successfully

partnered with some of the market-leading machine manufacturers, end-users, powder producers, and service

bureaus across North America, Europe, and the UK, becoming the headhunter of choice within 3D printing.

A d d i t i v e  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  H e a d h u n t i n g  S p e c i a l i s t s

w w w . k e n s i n g t o n a d d i t i v e . c o . u k

M e e t  t h e  t e a m  a t  R a p i d  +  T C T

The feedback they provide to us is valuable, too. One

thing we appreciate is how communicative and

transparent the team at Kensington Additive is with

us.

 

Despite the geographical time difference, Kensington

Additive provides Velo3D with quality candidates in

the U.S. The firm has an excellent track record of

successful job placements."

https://www.kensingtonadditive.co.uk/
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JEC World 2022 showed the latest trends 
in scaling up composites additive manufac-

turing part size capabilities

Composites LFAM 

goes extra large

EVENTS



The JEC World show in Paris, coming back this year 

after two editions off due to the COVID pandemic, 

is where the composites community comes together 

to show the latest achievements and to plan the 

business for the next twelve months. This very 

horizontal segment (much like additive manufactur-

ing) seeks to attract adopters from the aerospace, 

high-end automotive, sporting, luxury goods, and 

some consumer products segments. Within com-

posites manufacturing, there’s a space (or multiple 

spaces) where additive manufacturing technolo-

gies come into place. We have been following this 

intersection and its evolutions very closely for the 

past several years. In 2021, 3dpbm published its 

first market report on Composites AM, highlighting 

several trends among which the growing commer-

cial relevance in the use of chopped fiber reinforced 

thermoplastic granulates. JEC World 2022 showed 

that this is exactly what is happening in composites 

AM, along with a few other interesting innovations.

LFAM for tools and parts

While the concept of composite 3D printing was 

first envisioned by companies like Markforged and 

Anisoprint and focused on relatively small parts and 

continuous fiber, neither company was present at 

JEC Word with a booth (Anisoprint’s Co-founder 

Anton Fedorov explains why below). Today, 3D print-

ing very large parts using chopped fiber reinforced 

pellet materials is the primary commercial oppor-

tunity for composites AM and it is also one of the 

biggest (literally) commercial opportunities for all 

of 3D printing. No other AM process uses these 

3dpbm heads back to JEC World in Paris for 

the first time since the pandemic started
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quantities of materials and has these capabilities in 

terms of yearly metric tonnage of parts produced.

The number of companies now active in manufac-

turing LFAM systems has also grown significantly. 

From the initial three (Cincinnati Inc, Thermwood – 

both US-based and not present with a booth at the 

show – and the Italian-American Ingersoll/Camozzi) 

the total number has now grown to nearly 10, with 

more on the way. Said of Ingersoll/Camozzi and 

its Masterprint systems, another company with a 

composite LFAM system on the market is CNC-spe-

cialist CMS, with the Kreator system based on Screw 

Extrusion Additive Manufacturing (SEAM). Another 

CNC specialist, Breton, introduced the Genesi LFAM 

family of systems leveraging machine learning algo-

rithms and advanced artificial intelligence systems 

to achieve high-level mechanical and aesthetic 

properties in the parts, while Belotti worked with 

composite LFAM pioneers CEAD to integrate their 

extrusion engines into the BEAD additive and sub-

tractive LFAM system.

All these companies are based either in North Amer-

ica or in Northern Italy but LFAM of composites is 

becoming an increasingly global trend, with Span-

ish company MTorres (headquartered in Pamplona) 

also introducing its own patented technology for 

manufacturing large components through additive 

manufacturing, through a patented process devel-

oped for the TorresPrint3D system.

Looking for killer applications

But even LFAM of composites is far from becoming 

a consolidated let alone mature industry segment. 

Today the killer applications for composites LFAM 

are giant tools used in the maritime and aerospace 

industries. However, the thermoplastic matrix mate-

rials used to make these tools are not yet capable of 

withstanding the high autoclave temperatures while 

maintaining the accurate tolerances required for cer-

tain parts in aerospace manufacturing, thus limiting 

the technology’s scope and potential in our of the 

most important adopting industries.

There are different ways to address this challenge. 

One is through the development of even more 

advanced thermoplastic matrix materials. Compa-

nies such as Airtech, Mitsubishi MCPP, Covestro, 

Solvay and Arkema all now offer a selection of pellet 

materials optimized based on advanced thermo-

plastics for LFAM applications although this still 

represents a minor area of business. In fact, the 

smallest among these companies, Airtech, is prob-

ably the one that has the current leadership in this 

segment through the Printech division.

Another approach is to change the scope of LFAM 

applications. For example, because deposition and 

production rates are so fast, this technology can be 

used to cost-effectively produce large final parts 

– even replacing certain metal objects. During the 

show, we spoke extensively with the company’s 

CO-founder and CEO Lucas Janssen who explained 

Chopped fiber reinforced pellet materials are the 
primary commercial opportunity for composites AM.
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how CEAD went from targeting continuous fiber 

composite AM to being able to offer broad-reaching 

industrial manufacturing services. today the com-

pany’s target is made of both tools and final parts 

– including consumer applications such as a cost-ef-

fective chimney or a seat made with recycled PET-G 

material supplied by MCPP (the current supplier of 

PET-G and recycled PET-G for LFAM 3D printing).

Other companies that, like CEAD, started out target-

ing continuous fiber composites AM, such as Arevo 

and Continuous Composites, reserved their spot 

at the show but did not make it (the booths were 

empty). Electroimpact, one of the newcomers in the 

continuous composites AM segment, was present at 

JEC but is still fine-tuning its AM system which likely 

represents only a minor area of business.

Back to the thermosets

If thermoplastics don’t cut it for autoclaves, ther-

mosets do. There is only one problem: thermosets 

are damn hard – if not nearly impossible – to large 

format 3D print. But nothing is impossible in 3D 

printing, so two 3D printing companies, in particular, 

presented very unique and innovative solutions.

The first is Israeli company Massivit, which chose 

JEC World 2022 to officially launch the Massivit 

10000 system for composite tooling. Massivit has 

been on the market for a decade (we first visited it in 

2015), and we had a chance to meet and speak with 

CEO and founder Erez Zimermann about the compa-

ny’s success and installed base. This latest machine 

uses Massivit’s high-speed, large format and pro-

prietary Gel Dispensing Printing (GDP) process to 

produce composite tools that can be used in auto-

claves (currently at around 170° but the goal is to 

go well beyond 200°). The unique Massivit process 

enables the production of these 3D printed tools 

using pure epoxy resin: GDP process, the epoxy is 

poured into a 3D printed shell that can be broken 

and washed away with water, leaving the geometri-

cally complex epoxy tool.

Another new and innovative approach comes from 

a US company called Magnum Venus Products 

(MVP). The company, a global manufacturer of fluid 

movement and production solutions for industrial 

applications in composites and adhesives markets, 

developed a new LFAM process and systems to 

produce molds using reactive, exothermic, thermo-

set resins. The company’s unique RAM (Reactive 

“ Composite materials can offer the 

best mechanical properties anywhere 

in terms of lightweight, strength, 

flexibility, temperature resistance and 
even hardness. But they are unbeliev-

ably hard to work with.”



Additive Manufacturing) process enables the 

cost-effective printing of thermoset materials to pro-

duce large-scale parts in various resolutions using 

novel pumping technology of reactive deposition 

materials to near neat shape (followed by subtractive 

finishing). This makes MVP’s RAM 816 system the 

only large-scale 3D printer for thermoset materials 

on the market today.

(Serial) composite manufacturing is hard

Elon Musk recently said that “manufacturing is hard”, 

referring to the fact that most people underestimate 

the challenges that go into producing real objects 

that work. But if manufacturing, in general, is hard, 

composites manufacturing is even harder. These 

materials can offer the best mechanical properties 

anywhere in terms of lightweight, strength, flexibil-

ity, temperature resistance, and even hardness. But 

they are unbelievably hard to work with because they 

involve so many different elements: matrices, rein-

forcements, and tools. Each one of these has to deal 

with both the macro and microscopic effects of any 

production process. Composite serial manufacturing 

doesn’t really exist as most composite parts require 

la large amount of human and specialized labor. 

Some 3D printing companies are trying to address 

this vacuum but in order to do that, they need to be 

able to significantly accelerate and automate the pro-

cess without sacrificing mechanical properties.

Israeli company Massivit officially launched the Massivit 
10000 system for composite tooling at JEC 2022.
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“That’s one of the reasons why we are not pres-

ent as exhibitors,” Anisoprint CEO Fedor Antonov 

explained when we met, adding that Anisoprint 

parts are present at the booths of many of their cli-

ents. “Composite companies are not impressed by 

3D printed part properties. Processes and machines 

such as ours are more effective in the general poly-

mer 3D printing segment, at shows like Formnext, 

where we can offer the same types of parts and 

processes – from prototype to production – with 

superior mechanical properties compared to unrein-

forced polymer parts.

One company trying to bring the strength of 

advanced continuous fiber composites into serial 

production of large batches of relatively small parts 

is Zurich-based 9T Labs. The company has come 

9T Labs’ unique technology can produce elements of parts with intricate 
geometries and topologically optimized fiber distribution.
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a long way since it spun off of ETH and attracted 

significant investments, including from Stratasys. 

We finally got to see the process up close and it’s 

not simple but it could be cost-effective for certain 

types of applications. 9T’s Additive Fusion Technol-

ogy starts by 3D printing different components of a 

part using continuous fiber and an advanced ther-

moplastic polymer matrix. By 3D printing them, it’s 

possible to ensure anisotropic properties and more 

complex geometries. These are then assembled and 

placed in an industrial mold where the fusion pro-

cess occurs, pressing and bonding all the elements 

together. This approach could open up the way to 

serial production of extremely strong continuous 

composite mechanical components for anything 

from aerospace, to automotive to motorcycle end-

use part additive mass production.
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